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sunless tanning • bodycare • tanning equipment • technical support
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Bonza Bronz® is a division of the Institute of Dermabrasion, a  
manufacturer of leading cosmetic and skin care products. We 
combine knowledge and experience to produce products 
that follow a strict safety level and environmental profile that 
meets today’s global and regulatory demands.  With over 17 
years of experience our ethos is to excel in customer service 
and support. Our core values focus on integrity, training and 
strong business relationships. 

In a time when we are becoming more aware of the dangers 
of exposure to the sun and conscious of using only the most 
natural of products, Bonza Bronz® tan offers men and women 
of all ages a UV free tanning option second to none. We use 
the purest botanical extracts and highest quality DHA, to give 
you the perfect tan without having to spend any time in the 
sun. 

Clearly the leading experts in the market, it is no wonder that 
we bring you the best spray tan down under, with thousands 
of Australians being sprayed by Bonza Bronz everyday and 
now has become the No. 1 choice Spray Tan in Europe. 

Our expertise is not just with the application of the tan. Bonza 
Bronz also has a supporting range of after service products. 
This product service range surpasses anything else on the 
market.

Make the smart choice to use Bonza Bronz, the spray tan for 
your salon. 

Eco-conscious 
Bonza Bronz ensures the 
environment is a priority in 
their manufacturing processes. 

About bonza bronz

created with professional
tanners for a perfect result
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Winter Bronz is a light bronzer that has 
been specially formulated to nourish and 
moisturise the skin. It is easily applied 
to give your client a beautifully natural 
looking tan during the drying, winter 
months.

Machiato is the essential bronzer you 
don’t ever want to be out of. Suitable for 
most skin types, colour or conditions, Ma-
chiato delivers a medium golden brown 
tan that makes your client glow.

For those that love the deepest, darkest 
tan Bonza Bronz created Chocolate.  One 
of the darkest shades available in the pro-
fessional range your client will feel like 
they’ve just been to the Greek Islands.

No Limits is the darkest developing tan 
available, created for those serious tan-
ners amongst us. An exciting professional 
product created by Bonza Bronz that lasts 
up to 25% longer than other spray tan 
products.

1000 ml / 
        33.81 fl.oz

1000 ml / 
        33.81 fl.oz

1000 ml / 
        33.81 fl.oz

1000 ml / 
        33.81 fl.oz

WINTER BRONZ

MACHIATO

CHOCOLATE

NO LIMITS

created with professional
tanners for a perfect result
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This amazing product gives you the flexibility 
to offer a bronzer-free spray solution to your 
clients who may have a special occasion to at-
tend and are concerned that excess may rub 
off onto their clothes.  Shimmer Tan is clear and 
the tan develops over a couple of hours and is 
fantastic for brides too!  Just remember self tan 
depends on natural coloring as well as product 
formulation.  Be careful to avoid over-spraying 
or under-spraying your clients especially since 
the product is clear! Application is similar to the 
other Bonza Bronz professional spray tanning 
solutions but there will be no instant visible tint.  
So let the shimmer be your guide!

1000 ml / 
        33.81 fl.oz

SHIMMER TAN

comes in 3 types of shimmer:

pearljadesilver

created with professional
tanners for a perfect result



Tan in Bonza Bronz Style!
Tens of thousands of tan-lovers are being warned of the dangers of 
excessive UV exposures, As a result, those heeding the exposure dangers 
are now �ocking to the Bonza Bronz Tanning centres. See how little it 
costs to become a Bonza Bronz centre now!

Tan in Bonza Bronz Style!
Tens of thousands of tan-lovers are being warned of the dangers of 
excessive UV exposures, As a result, those heeding the exposure dangers 
are now �ocking to the Bonza Bronz Tanning centres. See how little it 
costs to become a Bonza Bronz centre now!

tan in style

This mobile pop-up tan 
tent is perfect for salon use 
or mobile tanners. It goes 
up in seconds and stores 
easily in its own black car-
rying case. The primary 
function of this spray tan 
pop-up tent is to protect 
the tanning area from 
accumulated overspray.

pop-up 
     tanning tent

Note:Inside colour is 
subject to change

portable spray 
       tan turbines

specifications:
• Model: Tan Creator
• Total Hieght: 2350mm
• Diameter: 1200mm
• Low Voltage Down lights
• Built in Spray Tan System
• Extraction Fan & Filter
• Votage: 220-240 vac
• Power: 850 watts

Custom designs to suit your look!

specifications:
Model: BB Spray Tent
Width: 1240mm
Depth: 1160mm
Height: 1940mm
Weight: 1.9 Kg
Folded:
600x600x10mm
Colour: Black

Bonza Bronz has developed the spray f low in this new 
HVLP to achieve a more even and f iner mist creating a less 
pixilated tan. Now it is available in the Bonza Bronz Tonic 
colour range.

New SprayPOD hvlp with 
removable filter for extra 
protection and reliability. The 
best option for a professional 
tanning technician.

New and improved Bonza         Bronz 
Micro Tan HVLP system can be 
used in the salon or on the move. 
This model still contains a built in 
heater which assists in drying the 
client while spraying.

created with professional
tanners for a perfect result



If you’re planning to travel away to a summer 
destination you should get yourself a take home 
Travel Spray. This professional spray-on tan for 
home use contains botanical extracts to keep the 
skin smooth and evenly tanned without exposure 
to the sun’s harmful rays, which lead to premature 
ageing of the skin.

make him
 hot all
year round

travel tanning spray

To Fix a little slip up or to remove 
unwanted self tanner from the palms 
of your hands, use Bonza Bronz’s brand 
new Self Tan Remover. Say goodbye 
to any unsightly stains by using this 
amazing exfoliant foaming wash.

self tan remover

customer brochures
Pack Qty 100

trial pack
Pack Qty 4 x 250ml bottles
winter bronz
machiato
chocolate
no limits

bonza bronz
promotional t-shirts

choose from short sleeve or 
3/4 length.
Available in Black or White
sizes: 8 | 10 | 12 | 14 | 16 | 18

Available in Round Neck & V Neck.

*note: only one per salon

salon posters and door stickers 
are also available

A great way to try out 4 of our very popular colours. 
Each bottle will spray tan approximatly 6-7 bodies, 
this will be enough to use on different skin types and 
determine  which colours will best suit your clientele.  

Applying Protective Moist Barrier 
Cream to  hands and feet will avoid 
the tan sticking to any dry areas. The 
cream will act as a barrier and will 
blend in with the rest of your tan 
evenly.

protective moist

trial tanning solutions
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Australian Head Office
Institute of Dermabrasion Pty Ltd

1497/3 Sydney Road
Campbellfield 3061 Australia
p.              + 61-(0)3 9359 4884
f.               + 61-(0)3 9357 3884
e.   info@bonzabronz.com.au

www.bonzabronz.com.au


